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Peter's Page JUNE 9th 2006
Robert ... opened the meeting at 8.05pm with a
welcome to all.
Matthew ... Reported that John Paul had died and
that he, Peter and Ken had represented ASTRO at his
funeral.
Devashaon ... Reported that the ASTROSA stall at
the BODY MIND PHSYCIC fair was a success and
that everyone
helping there had enjoyed themselves, even though
only six people had attended the talk. 100 pamphlets
had been
handed out and people had expressed interest in
ASTRO. He suggested that we do it again.
Andrew ... said that ASTRO had paid for a third of
the stall. He said that there had been good interest in
his piggery
effluent solution and that he had made a lot of good
Email and general contacts.
Ken ... said that there was an excellent atmosphere
there and everyone had had a ball. He suggested that
next time
we might consider hiring two adjacent stalls and use
one for coffee and recruiting new members. He said
that everyone loves magnets and that we could sell
the magnets with the tubes.

Matthew ... agreed with Ken and said that we
needed moving exhibits (with the exception of the
spiral exhibit). He said that plenty of people were
interested in Chris's Shauberger turbine and that
Cecilia's magic touch in decorating the stall was
excellent. He added that we needed to start planning
earlier and that Devashaon had done a great job.
Robert ... mentioned some books on "How to get
rid of arthritis and rheumatism" and the "Metabolic
Diet" by William Woolcott and Trish Fahey.
"Sugars that Heal"  "Brain Allergies" by William
Philpot, where high power magnets,
North pole inwards, put on head, instantly bring
relief. He also mentioned "Homocystine Revolution
.. You are not crazy, its your hormones".
Devashaon ... said that he had been looking at
Fulvic acid as a help to the uptake of minerals (into
the body).
Ken ... said that the group had been getting Emails
from Africa, England and Bosnia.
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Mark ... (in reference to magnet motor
experiments) said that people had been looking at
magnetic flux  MV squared Inertia. He said that
this was the same for magnetic fields in that 1 unit
of mag field = 1 force, and 2 units of mag field = 4
forces, 3 = 6 forces etc, but not to forget that each
increment correspondingly takes double the energy
to produce. He said that there were lots of patents
(on mag motors or generators) but none
successfully switch magnetic fields.
Ken ... said that there are motors out there that
switch fields mechanically. He drew up and
explained BH magnetic curves and said that the
non linear areas had special very interesting and
innovative applications.
Andrew ... said that rare earth magnets were made
by aligning the small powdery magnets with a
strong field and then pressing them into shape. That
is what makes them so incredibly strong.
Warwick ... Spoke about Jim Stephens time over
here and the workshop with ASTRO members on
the "Flynn
Motor". He explained the interesting anomaly of
parallel path. During the experiment the group had
come to some
interesting points where there was a measurable
increase in pull for a decrease in magnetizing
current. He said that
he had made a small motor but the mechanical
losses were high and that he was making a larger
motor with
smaller losses.
Michael ... said that someone had come up to him
at the Psych Fair and said that the plates on his
oxy/hydrogen generator were too far apart. He said
that they should be no more than 1 mm apart. He
showed some absolutely magnificent bismuth
crystals that he had bought. He said that there was a
patent on making bismuth semiconductors.
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Mark ... said that bismuth was the most diamagnetic
of all materials. He explained that it could be used to
stabilise
magnetic fields to the point where a magnet could be
suspended in air between two pieces of bismuth.
Ashley ... mentioned that the welds on the US Navy
ship that disappeared during the Philadelphia
experiment had been doped with bismuth. He also
mentioned the Hutcheson effect, where a lot of High
Voltage equipment in a room had produced some very
strange effects like levitation and materials like
stainless steel, wood and metal all intermixed together.
He mentioned a Webb site, Alexchia.com, which
featured plastic rings with neo magnets, NPole in on
one finger and SPole in on the other little finger, worn
at night producing healing (acupuncture type) effects.
Ashley produced an innovative stereo headset that Ron
E had invented for wearing comfortably whils sleeping.
It had the top headsets imbedded into sponges and held
by a gortex band onto the head.
Ashley ... said that next month's ASTROSA speaker
would be Malcolm Clark.
Matthew ... said that a computer friend had offered to
transpose the ASTRO VHS video library onto DVD for
no more than $600.00, stating that this was
considerably easier and cheaper than buying our own
equipment and doing it ourselves.
Martin ...mentioned that Timothy Good, an
international speaker and author (see
www.timothygood.co.uk/) would be speaking at the
Marion Sports & Recreation Centre, 262 Sturt Rd
Marion on Wed 27th Sept at 7.00pm. Tickets
$25.00, bookings 85560193 or 85568253.
Peter ... mentioned an article from Australian Science
Nov/Dec 2005 pg 9, where an X40 strength Xray solar
flare is said to have had the energy of 10,000 trillion
barrels of oil. He coupled this with an article from
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Electronics news April 2006, where there was a
warning of an approaching solar storm cycle. This
is part of the 11 year cycle, but is expected to be 30
to 50% stronger than the previous one. The article
said that, using new techniques, researchers found
the cycle could generate shock waves that disrupt
the magnetic field around the earth and could
potentially wreak havoc in electronic networks.
Peter said that the last cycle had caused electrical
and electronic blackouts in Canada that lasted for
months. He speculated that this was the real cause
of global warming, not CO2 build up.
Robert ... said that there was an increase in sickness
with increased sunspot activity.
Ashley ... said that a NASA scientist claimed that
the Earth's wobble (Chandler Wobble, of a 433 day
cycle) had recently stopped for the first time.
Robert ... said that the ASTROSA AGM would be
held in August and asked members to consider
officers.
Ken ... Mentioned an interesting Web site that
described how to make "Negative Resistors" from
junk.
See http://home.earthlink.net/~lenyr/index.html
Robert ... closed the meeting at 10.40 pm and
invited everyone to supper.

Peter sliding a magnet down some aluminium.

Peter's Page July 2006
Ashley ... opened the meeting at 8.10pm with a
welcome to all and accepted apologies from Ken
and Robert N.

Cheers until next meeting.

Andrew ... produced an assortment of electrical bits
to give away.

Peter

Ashley ... also had a pile of books to give away.
AndrewS ... likewise had a TV and a printer to give
away.
Matthew ... announced that the next meeting would
include the AGM and that, following the death of
John Pierre, our auditor; he moved to nominate
Brian Dempsey to fill the position. This was
seconded by AndrewS and carried.
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Chris ... said that he had been researching
Stanley Meyer, especially on the shape of his
hydrogen producing pulses. He had also come
across the chemistry of atomic hydrogen in a
book written in 1940. He said that the Germans
used this before WW2 and suggested that we
search on Moyler and K. Ward for more
information. He also added that hydrogen can
also be used in fluorescent light tubes instead of
argon.

Guest speaker # 1.

Extreme X2O

Damien ...Had a new water device that he said
alkalized the water and changed the structure of
the water. He gave a demonstration using
coffee, tea and Pepsi Cola, which fizzed out of
the bottle. He claimed that it declumped the
blood, which could be verified under a dark
field microscope. The product was called
Extreme X2O

Michael ... said that he had seen on the Webb
that diamonds can be made in a microwave
oven! He also commented that the stainless steel
used in the Joe and Meyer cell had to be
conditioned. This then at 12 Volts and 1 Amp
produced a large volume of hydrogen. He said
that he had seen a Hybrid Joe Cell working.
This was made by B Hill and was about 80%
Joe Cell. This ran continually on 12 Volts and
was fed to (no into) the manifold.
Hans ... produced wind up torch that lasted for
half of an hour with five a minute wind up. He
had bought it from Repco.
Ashley ... said that RonEs la test OCR scanner
could scan books very quickly, which he then
turned into talking books.
Michael ... said that he was going to Melbourne
to a Barry Hilton meeting on water on the 19th
July. He said that he had ordered a DVD of the
meeting. A discussion was held on getting a
small group together to drive over to Melbourne
for the meeting, but nothing was formalized.

Guest speaker # 2 Malcolm Clark
The Creative Creation
Malcolm gave an excellent talk on the philosophy of
modern man, explaining that, as the ancients before
them, must reawaken to and become one with the
harmonic process of creation and realize the creator
within. (As the computer broke down at about half way
through, Malcolm has volunteered to complete the talk
at a later date.)

Vic ... said that he had a DVD on “A Perpetual
Motion Machine to Die For”.
Andrew sa id that he was building one, about
2 feet in diameter.
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The meeting closed at 11.15, followed by supper.
Cheers until next meeting.
Peter

High Oil Prices
Due to the high price of fuel I have had a look around the WWW and compiled some interesting data.
Ken
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From: Rense.com
The Rapeseed plant has been grown for thousands of years for camp oil and cooking oil, and in the 1940's was
employed as a lubricant for steam locomotives and ship engines.
Sunflower oil contains 93% of the energy of US Number 2 diesel fuel , and considerable work has been done to
explore the potential of sunflower as an alternate fuel source in diesel engines.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The oils listed immediately below are all (primarily) used for other purposes  all but tung oil are edible  but
have been considered for use as biofuel.
* Castor oil, lower cost than many candidates. Kinematic viscosity may be an issue.
* Coconut oil (copra oil), promising for local use in places that produce coconuts.
* Corn oil, appealing because of the abundance of maize as a crop.
* Cottonseed oil, shown in one study not to be cost effective when compared with standard diesel.
* False flax oil, from Camelina sativa, used in Europe in oil lamps until the 18th century.
* Hemp oil, relatively low in emissions. High flash point. Production is problematic in some countries
because of its association with marijuana.
* Mustard oil, shown to be comparable to Canola oil as a biofuel.
* Palm oil, very popular for biofuel, but the environmental impact from growing large quantities of oil palms
has recently called the use of palm oil into question.
* Peanut oil, used in one of the first demonstrations of the Diesel engine in 1900.
* Radish oil. Wild radish contains up to 48% oil, making it appealing as a fuel.
* Rapeseed oil, the most common base oil used in Europe in biodiesel production.
* Ramtil oil, used for lighting in India.
* Rice bran oil, appealing because of lower cost than many other vegetable oils. Widely grown in Asia.
* Safflower oil, explored recently as a biofuel in Montana.
* Soybean oil, not economical as a fuel crop, but appealing as a byproduct of soybean crops for other uses.
* Sunflower oil, suitable as a fuel, but not necessarily cost effective.
* Tung oil, referenced in several lists of vegetable oils that are suitable for biodiesel.
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From: http://oakhavenpc.org/cultivating_algae.htm

Gallons of Oil per Acre per Year
Corn
Soybeans
Safflower
Sunflower
Rapeseed
Oil Palm
Micro Algae

18
48
83
102
127
635
500015000

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Feedstock
Soybean
Rapeseed
Mustard
Jatropha
Palm oil
Algae

US Gallons/acre
40
110
140
175
650
10,000

Litres/hectare
375
1,000
1,300
1,590
5,800
95,000

Top Rapeseed Producers  2005
(million metric ton)
Flag of People's Republic of China China
Flag of Canada Canada
Flag of India India
Flag of Germany Germany
Flag of France France
Flag of United Kingdom United Kingdom
Flag of Poland Poland
Flag of Australia Australia
World Total

13.0
8.4
6.4
4.7
4.4
1.9
1.4
1.1
46.4

DISCLAIMER: All information given in this newsletter is for educational purposes only. No claims are made
on or for the validity or correctness of the material provided. ASTRO S.A. Incorporated accepts no
responsibility for any mishaps or accidents incurred by any persons utilising this information.
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